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There are a few backing roll cleaning devices in the market with different cleaning strategies. 
Some work with a water bath which is limited by a doctor blade cleaning the entire width 
simultaneously, while others use a traversing system with sponges or brushes. Kadant Nor-
dic decided at a very early stage to use a traversing system to clean with brushes and high 
pressure water. 
 
Every backing roll cleaning system on the market, and the previous version from Kadant 
Nordic, left a moisture streak on the roll which is unacceptable for critical papers. 
 
We started a development project together with Sappi Gratkorn 18 months ago to develop a 
new generation of backing roll cleaners. The device needed to meet the highest demands 
from Sappi Gratkorn because sensitive papers would be broke if the cleaning device left a 
minimum amount of water on the roll. 
 
In a wide range of trials, together, we developed a solution. We began in the drawing room 
and moved to Kadant Nordic’s pilot machine in Sweden along with coating machine 11 in 
Sappi Gratkorn. A new generation of backing roll cleaning devices was born. 
 
In terms of all optimizations there were two fundamental points to be fulfilled: 

1.  To clean the backing roll from coating paste. 
2.  Not leave residual water on the roll. 

 
Because we could not guarantee complete water removal, we set a third goal, fast traversing 
speed. 
 
After the first sketches for the new development were created, approved, and produced we 
started trials on the pilot machine at Kadant Nordic in Sweden. 
 
Sappi Gratkorn supplied coating paste and paper rolls to Kadant Nordic. We equipped the 
pilot machine with an unwind and wind-up device to simulate the coating process. Coating 
paste was placed on the backing roll when the paper was unwinding and the cleaning pro-
cess started. Different cleaning modes were tested during the “coating process”. Afterwards 
we evaluated the different cleaning modes. 
 
We experimented with high pressure water before and after the brush, different angle and 
positions of air doctors, and enabled and disabled vacuum chambers. On a final trial on the 
pilot machine we again tested the new cleaning head and both parties approved of the re-
sults. 
Another discovery during the trials was to equip the head so that Sappi Gratkorn could clean 
intensively after sheet breaks. Now it is possible to clean the backing roll after removal of the 
paper without manpower.  
 
The initial demand for high transversal speed is not necessary because almost all water is 
removed. Even during critical papers, the Kadant Nordic backing roll cleaning system can be 
used without quality losses. 
 
The new development runs without any issue since the start up in June. 
 
  


